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WHO AM I?
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L1 OUTLINE

•  Presentation of the course program, logistics, first readings, data collection
•  data metadata ontologies: Wittgenstein redux
•  elements of scientific method: from Galilei’s “simplicity” to Parisi’s “complexity”



data, metadata, ontologies: Wittgenstein redux
facts not things the unbearable lightness and of interpretations



Basic outline of the 2022 course
•  Logic, statistics (decriptive/inferential), probability 
•  Experiment, event (outcome), probability
•  Scientific method: testing hypotheses, making 

decisions, numeracy
•  Inference, machine learning
•  The evolutionary space of biological sequences
•  Case studies (suggested by colleagues and myself)
•  Programming environments (Python, R, Matlab, 

Excell, shell programming)



 DA_2022 TO DO
•  Send and e-mail to 

andrea.giansanti@roma1.infn.it
Subject: DA_2022 ENROLLMENT

Enroll to the DA_2022 Course on the Sapienza 
Moodle Platform
https://elearning.uniroma1.it/course/view.php?id=14921#section-0



Let us collect a set of original data
•  We want to collect real data about the sample 

of the human population constituted by this 
class: the people in this course, then please 
let us discuss NOW how to build up a small 
database collecting 3 info per person:

•  BODY MASS (kg, with one decimal)
•  BODY HEIGHT (metres, with 2 decimals)
•  SEX (M/F)
I propose to have two volunteers…



Let us make our own dataset: Body 
Mass Index (BMI)

•  The ‘average man’ of Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874)

•  BMI =[ Weight(Kg)/(height(m))2]



Another experiment to be done 
on the internet

•  Collect the properties of several mineral 
waters available on the Italian Market…

•  http://acqueminerali.it/ 
    

    again: volunteers…



G. GALILEI AND THE REMOUVAL OF THE ANIMAL. 
PUTTING PHYSICS AGAINST BIOLOGY?



English Translation



A Galilean style: (scientific method vs. …stamp collection)

      (Question for you: is a galilean medicine/biology possible? Yes/no ? Why?)
In a nutshell, the galilean method is based on:,

•  Reduction of complexity: remouval of the animal
•  Measurements (reproducible, a big issue), operational definition

[Protocols vs intuitive suggestions] 
•  Sensible experiences 

•  Space /time localizations made operational.
•  Use of mathematical models

•  A programmatic, built-in pessimism:

[Scientific epistemology is pessimist: 
the mind is often wrong: it dynamically requires corrections. (Pascal, Bacone, Galilei)]

•  Prediction: control. ( where data analysis come out)



•  The universal structure of a scientific paper: 
1. Introduction (what is the problem, where it comes 

from: what is the scientific question, reference to previous 
works)

2.  Materials and methods: written in the style 
of a cooking recipe (with the aim of sharing 
a pleasure, willing to be reproduced)

3.  Results ( Which facts we are proposing to 
the attention of the community, are they 
valid ? DA)

4.  Discussion (validity of the results, DA)



•  The galilean paradigm: based on the “removal of the animal” 
•  What is physics: the study of material bodies, localized in space and 

time 
•  Reference frames + clocks (newtonian time, not percolating, it 

uniformly flows, always at the same rate 
•  Biology is based on the careful observation of single cases, then 

correlated in a qualitative way, based on senses, into classes 
(classification) (e.g. species) 

•  The darwinian shift: biological time vs physical time 
•  The molecular revolution (Watson & Crick) macroscopic genetic 

laws can be explained by looking at molecular materials and 
information 



EVOLUTION HAS TO WITH RANDOMNESS

A machine – now obsolete to generate random events (numbers)



Evolution in a nutshell (remembering Anna Tramontano) 




